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While there is still much uncertainty around the long-term economic ramifications of COVID-19, financial markets 
have been undergoing frequent massive swings as both investment managers and allocators evaluate the situation 
and what it might mean for their current and future investments. Given the illiquid and slow-moving nature of 
private equity investments, an outstanding question is: What will this mean for private market investors?

One principle which people took serious note of in the last crisis was something called the “denominator effect.” 
A decline in the value of one asset should result in other assets being sold to properly rebalance a portfolio, but 
many assets like venture capital (“VC”), private equity (“PE”), and others can be quite hard to sell in the short-to-
medium term, leaving LPs overallocated to private markets. When the stock market falls dramatically, public market 
investments fall in value immediately; however, private market investments do not reflect the changing environment 
right away because they require a manual valuation process that is one to two quarters behind public markets.

In addition, LPs allocating to PE and VC can expect net cash flows to turn negative, a break from the norm of recent 
years when distributions outpaced contributions, which led to positive net cash flows. During a time of crisis, GPs 
dislike realizing investments at diminished valuations. Instead, they tend to further invest into existing portfolio 
companies, or at least hold those companies longer, which leads to reduced distributions. Furthermore, GPs also 
tend to call down capital more slowly during times of market crisis because deal making slows substantially. It is 
forecasted that it will take months, possibly even until the end of the year for transaction volumes to rebound.
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Source: Pitchbook; returns data through September 30, 2019

Forecasts estimate transaction volumes will take months to rebound
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The exact repercussions the crisis will have on PE fund performance will remain unknown until we know how 
deeply the virus will affect global economies. However, we do believe private markets will fare well in the current 
market environment. Research indicates that while PE exhibits high correlation with public market performance 
over longer periods of time, in times of volatility it tends to drop less and subsequently outperform. Funds 
deploying cash through the crisis are in a favorable position to deliver elevated returns given the higher likelihood 
of finding a bargain in a crisis. Previous crisis funds, such as 2001 or 2009 vintages, posted top-tier metrics; the 
hope is that this pandemic is consistent with these previous patterns for private equity returns.


